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HUMAN RESOURCE OFFICE

Human resource management is key in 
every organization; it handles the employee-
centred activities of an organization. At 
the Kenya Cultural Centre incorporating 
the Kenya National Theatre (KCC-NT), 
one of the key mandate of the human 
resource department is to ensure the 
operationalization of the Centre’s service 
delivery. KCC-NT is guided by a Citizen’s 
Service Delivery Charter to ensure efficiency 
and effectiveness in delivering service to the 
public. The human resource department 
ensures adherence to the following areas of 
the charter.

1. Customer Service
Customer Care Officers at the Centre’s 
reception and the Administration Block are 
the first point of contact for the Centre’s 
customers. The responsibility of the 
Customer Care Officer is to respond to a variety of customer requests and enquiries via the telephone or in 
person over the counter.
When a customer arrives at the reception, he/she should be attended to within three minutes of arrival and 
this should not cost you anything.
If you were to make a call for any enquiry, the call should be received on the 3rd ring. (Our office numbers 
are 0742 008 677 and 0202 672 843)

2. Human Resources
Youth Internships & Attachments: - The Centre engages interns/graduates from colleges and universities in a 
bid to expose them to the job market. The hiring of interns is done by the Public Service Commission, which 
advertises, interviews and posts successful applicants to various government institutions. You are advised 
to keep checking their website for the openings and apply for the same.
However, the Centre is open to applications for attachment which usually run for 3 months. Fields 
encouraged to apply: Supply Chain Management, Bcom. – Finance & Accounting, Human Resources, Theatre 
Arts, Communication, I.C.T, Records) – There are organizations in which the student pays to be engaged as 
an attaché but at KCC, it is absolutely FREE.

By: Ms. Wangui Ruth: Human Resource and Administrative Officer



The Centre’s Service Delivery Charter provides for one month to reply but we do our best to give students 
replies in less than a month’s time so that if he/she is unsuccessful they can continue applying in other 
organizations.

Job Opportunities
When the Centre has vacant positions to fill, we usually advertise in local newspapers, on our Website and 
on Social Media platforms. 
KCC-NT is committed to courtesy and excellence in service delivery.

HUDUMA BORA NI HAKI YAKO

Get the School’s Introduction Letter
Write a Cover Letter Applying for the Attachment – Addressed to the Executive Director/CEO, Kenya 
Cultural Centre
Attach an Updated Curriculum Vitae ( C.V)
Attach a Copy of your ID
Drop these at the CEO’s Reception and wait for our reply.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Procedure for Application



EDITORIAL
The Christmas season is here and your favorite theatre publication “Theatre Digest” is out. We provide you 
with engaging reviews and commentary on performing arts, theatre and entertainment showcased here at 
Kenya National Theatre for the month of November 2022. 

November featured numerous events that showed the resilience of the creative and cultural art industry. 
We appreciate all the theatre production companies who have remained steadfast to stage high quality 
performances. 

We will be hosting several Christmas-themed events to get you into the right Christmas mood. This newsletter 
has provided a lineup of upcoming shows happening in December. We also have much more for your reading 
pleasure. Learn more about Deaf Culture Association and enjoy a review of the Kenya International Theatre 
Festival by Ron Okusi. Delight in the read and let us have your feedback. 

Twitter: Culturecentreke 

Facebook: Kenya Cultural Centre incorporating Kenya National Theatre -KNT 

Instagram: kenya.culturalcentre 

Tiktok: Culturalcentreke 

LinkedIn: The Kenya Cultural Centre

WhatsApp: 0742008677

Kevin Kimani Kahuro - Principal Creative Production Officer
Lucy Muthaa Karaya - Communication Officer

We are social, join the conversation

EDITORIAL
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SHOWS
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2ND DEAF FILM KENYA FESTIVAL (DFKF)

Deaf Film Kenya Festival (DFKF) happens to harness the medium of film and cinema to provide leadership 
in screen education. It also aims at increasing recognition and celebration of the excellence of Deaf 
practitioners in the arts. The festival gives Deaf independent filmmakers from different cultures and 
backgrounds, the opportunity to be known, to learn, and be acquainted with the industry for better 
integration. With DFKF, new filmmakers from around the country will have the chance to show their talents, 
get acknowledgments, and increase their potential for more recognition. 

5TH - 6TH December 2022

THE NUTCRACKER
Dance Culture Kenya

The Nutcracker, November 25th-27th & December 3rd & 
4th  – DCK’s annual production of this Christmas favorite will 
bring back the Nairobi Philharmonic with guest musicians from 
around the world to perform Tchaikovsky’s timeless score. 

The epic defeat of good over evil as the Nutcracker slays the 
sinister Rat King with the help of his beloved Clara, will again 
steal the hearts of everyone, young and old, in the Kenya 
National Theatre.  No one will want to miss their magical journey 
to the “Land of the Sweets”, where they meet the Sugar Plum 
Fairy and her unforgettable attendants.

25TH - 27TH November, 3RD - 4TH December 2022



VIBES & LAUGHS
Hosted by: BENALI ON THIS

Good vibes, music and new super talented comic 
relief evening.

3RD December 2022

WOMEN’S SLAM
Poets You Should Know

Poets You Should Know Women’s Slam is a platform 
uniquely designed to honor and celebrate the stories 
of women in a world that readily attempts to silence 
and oppress them. It is a competitive event bringing 
together women poets from across the country to 
showcase artistic works that speak to the situation of 
growing up and living as a woman in Kenya.

7TH December 2022



75TH UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF 
HUMAN RIGHTS
OHCHR

The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Human Rights (OHCHR) will launch this year’s Human 
Rights Day; a year-long campaign to celebrate the 75th 
anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights (UDHR 75). 

Under the slogan “Dignity, Freedom and Justice for 
All” and its call to action “Stand Up for Human Rights,” 
it will aim to showcase the UDHR by focusing on its 
legacy, relevance and activism. The event will happen 
on 8th December 2022 at the Kenya National Theatre.

8TH December 2022

PICK OR PEAK
Liquid Entertainment

An endless family dispute pauses a puzzle for Charity; the 
oldest family member. Her love for her two daughters 
unites them only in her heart but her secrets push them 
apart. This being her peak of life celebration, she settles 
on her grandkids who are “strangers” to each other, as 
pawns in her Unison plan that would eventually crown 
her festivities. Will this Christmas season bear witness 
to granny being the young hero!?

9TH December 2022



THE SOUNDS OF CHRISTMAS
The Kenyan Conservatoire of Music

PAMBO AFRIKA CHORUS

Christmas season is here!

The Kenya Conservatoire of Music is thrilled to share 
the magic of our favorite season this December 10th 
2022 at the Kenya National Theatre.

The Kenya Conservatoire Symphony Orchestra 
Featuring the Prelude Orchestra; and for the very first 
time the Nairobi Children Orchestra have prepared a 
number of heart-warming music for you to enjoy with 
your loved ones.

Presenting a Varied programme of Christmas, Classical 
and Kenyan favourites including
- Blue Danube Waltz – Strauss
- March from the Nutcracker – Tchaikovsky
- Tushangilie Kenya – Thomas Wasonga arr. Kepher 
- Carol of the bells and many more…….  

Come and join us as we usher in the holidays in style!

Jamhuri Day Eve with Pambo Afrika Chorus at the Kenya 
National Theatre from 3pm.

Buy your tickets on Mpesa Till Number- 879144
For more information call: 0722473403

10TH December 2022

11TH December 2022



5TH MRS. UNIVERSE KENYA 2022

‘Mr & Mrs Universe Kenya’ engages parents of the 
children that participated in the ‘Little Miss/Mr Kenya’ 
held earlier this year. The event will be held on 12th 
December 2022 at the Kenya National Theatre. It 
will focus on Gender-Based Violence and Boy Child 
Empowerment. All parents whose children took part in 
‘Little Miss/Mr Kenya’ are encouraged to participate as 
a way of motivating their children. 

12TH December 2022

EROKAMANO
Eva Wambi

It will be a gathering of saints lifting their hands in praise 
and thanksgiving. This monumental experience will be 
guided by Eva Wambi and her team of worshippers 
featuring Pst. Solomon Sila, Pst. Judy Owino, Pst Cate 
Kigani, Eva Jason and amazing musicians including 
Eugene Akatsa, Amani Baya and Moise Basinza among 
many others. 

When we give thanks, we open room for more. Give 
thanks to the Lord, for He is good. 

You are welcome to EROKAMANO: With A Grateful 
Heart Live Recording.

16TH December 2022



THE GOOD, THE BAD, THE UGLY
ENGAGE

TALENT MENTORSHIP PROGRAMME
Nafasi Kids

On December 17th, 5 outstanding individuals share 
their good, bad & ugly experiences. It promises to be 
a memorable night with laughter, tears & scintillating 
live music. 

Take advantage of the Early Bird Tickets on 
http://ticketsasa.com

Nafasi kids is talent mentorship programme aimed at 
connecting kids with professionals in various talent 
based fields where they identify their talent, train them 
as well  offer mentorship lessons. It is also a platform 
that helps parents to discover their kids talent at an 
early age.

17TH December 2022

17TH December 2022



WHAT CAN’T KILL YOU
Igiza Arts Production

What Can’t Kill You is a conflation of so many personal 
anectodes of pain, pressure and stickability. In a world 
where everyone thinks they are a victim, they are 
all victims. When really does the pressure turn into 
diamonds?

18TH December 2022

ABA PIOU LA YUM
22ND December 2022



AUDITIONS



BEST OF
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DECEMBER DIGEST



KENYA INTERNATIONAL THEATRE FESTIVAL
(KITFest 2022)
By Ron Okusi

The 7th edition of the Kenya International Festival (KITFEST) came to an end on 13th November 2022. The 
opening ceremony on 1st November was quite the highlight of the festival with the Cabinet Secretary, Ministry 
of Youth Affairs, Sports and the Arts, Hon. Ababu Namwamba EGH being the guest of honour. The Australian 
High Commissioner to Kenya, Mr. Luke Williams, and the CEO, Kenya Cultural Centre incorporating the 
Kenya National Theatre (KCC-NT), Mr. Michael Pundo also graced the ceremony. Hon. Namwamba plauded 
KITFest for leading in the development of theatre through the Festival. KITfest 2022 had performances and 
masterclasses from eight countries including, Kenya, the USA, South Africa, Egypt, Spain, the Czech Republic, 
Switzerland, and China. 

This year’s edition of KITfest had a dedicated face of the festival to celebrate and show respect, to one late 
Donwill Odhiambo, a versatile thespian whose last performance was at KITFest 2021. His Illustrious artistic 
life lives on. Donwill was part of the Millaz production. His art portrait was presented to his family and the 
Millaz production team by the CS on the opening night of the Festival. 

The opening stage performers for the night were Mufasa the poet with a poetry performance, THE CLIMB. 
His outstanding performance had the crowd snapping all the way. With the excitement still in the air, Martin 
Kigondu graced the stage with his original play SUPERNOVA. Day one ended with a bang as many looked 
forward to the 70th-anniversary celebrations of the KCC-NT, the official host of the festival.  



The arena was well decorated, red carpet in place and splendid music invited a large audience to have an 
experience of the KCC-NT 70th anniversary. The festival began with a POETRY AFTER LUNCH (PAL) competition. 
Eighteen artists selected from ten counties competed on the platform. The competition was stiff. Nonetheless, 
Samuel Njoroge from Nakuru, Felicity Mudis from Kisumu, and Wangui Kimani from Nairobi county took the 
top three positions respectively. The winners were awarded by Hon. Namwamba and the CEO, KCC-NT, who 
were also in attendance to celebrate the historic 70 years marked by the Centre. Mr. Michael Pundo took the 
dignitaries around the Centre while interactions and laughter filled the place. Crafts were bought promoting 
the sellers within the event. Let the party begin! Everyone headed into the main auditorium to have a taste 
of what platinum jubilee felt like. The play LEST WE FORGET gave the audience a dose of its own medicine, 
taking them through the 70 years the Centre has existed.

Masterclasses are a part and parcel of what KITFest exists 
to do. They ran through the two weeks of the annual 
festival. They were conducted by notable Legends such 
as Eric Wainaina and Dr. David Mulwa to grace theatre 
practitioners with their vast wealth of knowledge, wisdom, 
and skills in the Theatre, Creative, and Art industries. 
There was also an audio play masterclass that was fully 
supported by the Swiss Arts Council.  Children were not 
left out, a KIDS FIESTA was held during the Festival to train 
children in theatre practice. 
There were well-curated performances throughout the 
Festival. 

The play, SON OF AGICH, coming back in 2019 was the last to grace the stage. Many who had the itch to 
rewatch the show made a full house for the play. Well known for comedy plays speaking communal truth, 
the audience had the time of their lives. The crowds applauded as the cast bowed, this marked the end of the 
weekend and the Festival. But what is an end without a closing ceremony?



The ceremony brought all participants of the festival 
together. A gratitude message from the KITFest director, 
Mr.Fedari Oyagi opened the stage and also welcomed 
the Audio play masterclass participants to present their 
content. A dance from Sarakasi Dancers curtain raised 
for the play, DEADMEN, one more time by the 5th wheel 
conservatoire. Just like the first presentation, many were 
taken aback by the delivery of the story; -heavy to take in. 
This was a wrap with the knowledge manager of KITFest- 
Mr. Biko Lungashi giving his vote of thanks. 



FEATURE OF
THE MONTH

DECEMBER DIGEST



DEAF ARTS CULTURE ASSOCIATION OF KENYA

Deaf Arts Culture Association of Kenya (DACAK) is a 
nonprofit national organization based in Nairobi, Kenya. 
It is registered under the Ministry of  Sports, Youth Affairs 
and the Arts in recognition of its contribution to cultural 
practitioners in the area of performing arts, and also for 
being a member of the National Council of Persons with 
Disabilities (NCPWD). DACAK plays a key role in protecting 
human rights and advances culture and arts using 
Kenyan Sign Language. DACAK partners with the state 
and non-governmental stakeholders to support culture 
and arts in Kenyan Sign Language with the guidance of 
the  Vision 2030. DACAK holds an annual Deaf Film Kenya 
Festival (DFKF) to harness the medium of film and cinema 
to provide leadership in screen education. It also aims at 
increasing recognition and celebration of the excellence 
of Deaf practitioners in the arts.

DFKF was established in 2021. It is a functional body under the DACAK. The festival gives Deaf independent 
filmmakers from different cultures and backgrounds, the opportunity to be known, to learn, and get 
acquainted with the industry for better integration. With DFKF, new filmmakers from around the country 
will have the chance to show their talents, get acknowledgments, and increase their potential for more 
recognition.

The 2nd Edition of the Deaf Film Kenya Festival of is slated to take place on 5th and 6thDecember 2022 at 
the Kenya National Theatre. 

DAY ONE
i. Opening Speech
ii. Workshop
iii. Screening
iv. Panel discussion

CONTACTS
Email- dacakenya@gmail.com
Facebook- Deaf Artist Culture Association of Kenya
Twitter- @deaf_kenya 
Instagram- @dacakenya

DAY TWO
i. Screening film
ii. Guests speech
iii. Awards
iv. Close of the ceremony



ARTISTS KONA,
KCC-NT ENGAGEMENTS
PAL

DECEMBER DIGEST



ARTIST KONA
TINAH LUGHANO

Tinah Lughano is a certified Kids Life Coach and 
Talent coach working with children in different areas 
of preventive trauma and talent development. She 
focuses mostly on creative arts talents. She works 
with several partners to organize events such as the 
‘Little Miss/Mr Kenya’ and Africa Kids Awards to attain 
this goal. Some of the partners include Onea On Hair, 
TalentPrenuer, and Phusion. ‘Little Miss/Mr. Kenya 
allows children to showcase their modeling skills and 
talents similarly, the ‘Africa Kids Awards’ celebrates 
children for their abilities, achievements, and talents. 

Additionally, Tina organizes an event, ‘Mr & Mrs 
Universe Kenya’ to engage parents of the children that 
participated in the ‘Little Miss/Mr Kenya’. This year 
the event will be held on 12th December 2022 at the 
Kenya National Theatre. It will focus on Gender-Based 
Violence and Boy Child Empowerment. All parents 
whose children took part in ‘Little Miss/Mr Kenya’ are 
encouraged to participate as a way of motivating their 
children. 



KCC-NT HOSTS THE KENYA INTERNATIONAL THEATRE FESTIVAL
KCC-NT ENGAGEMENTS

KCC-NT was privileged to partner with the Kenya International Theatre Festival Trust as the official host of 
the 7th Edition of the Kenya International Theatre Festival (KITFEST); especially at a time when the Centre 
was celebrating 70 years since its inception. KITFEST aligns with the Centre’s activities and efforts towards 
being a distinguished International Centre for cultural reference and creative expression that makes huge 
contribution to the Kenyan economy.
 
The Festival brought together theatre artists, practitioners, and professionals on a common platform to 
interact and share their skills and experiences in the industry. Furthermore, the participation of diverse 
countries and cultures allowed impressive cultural exchanges that inspire cultural connections. 



KCC-NT CELEBRATES 70 YEARS SINCE ITS INCEPTION

The Kenya Cultural Centre incorporating the Kenya 
National Theatre (KCC-NT)  celebrated 70 years since 
its inception on 3rd November 2022 at its premises 
along Harry Thuku Road. 

The Cabinet Secretary, Sports, Youth Affairs and 
the Arts, Hon. Ababu Namwamba was the Guest of 
Honour. The CEO of KCC-NT, Mr. Michael Pundo was 
also in attendance. The celebrations were geared 
towards increasing recognition of the social and 
economic contribution of art to the Kenyan economy 
which compels the Centre to provide artists with 
opportunities that advance their artistic dreams. 

The activities during the 70th-anniversary celebrations 
showcased the journey towards the current KCC-NT 
as an enabler of artistic dreams through opportunities  
that advance artists’ talents for social and economic 
stability.

The Celebrations began with a Poetry After Lunch 
(PAL) Festival and competition. The Festival featured 
selected artists from all the PAL satellites who 
performed curated spoken word poetry infused 
with other forms of art. PAL is a Spoken Word Poetry 
and general talent spotting, development, and 
performance platform run by KCC-NT. For the past 7 
years, the platform has significantly attracted youths; 
nurtured and supported them through capacity 
building, networking and partnerships. The selected 
artists competed for the top positions. Samuel 
Njoroge from Nakuru, Felicity Mudis from Kisumu, 
and Wangui Kimani from Nairobi county took the 
top three positions respectively. The winners were 
awarded cash prizes.

Delightful music at the auditorium invited the audience to an evening of a remarkable experience. A poetry 
presentation by Samuel Njoroge alias Priest the Poet ushered in the CEO of KCC-NT to invite the audience to 
have an experience of KCC-NT at 70 years.  After his opening remarks, Mr. Pundo invited Hon. Namwamba to 
award the winners of the PAL competition.



The audience was then taken a trip down the memory lane of KCC-NT, through a documentary that highlighted 
the KCC-NT key milestones for the past 70 years. It showed the key events that happened in the seven decades 
from the Centre’s establishment by the British Council to the current administration. The documentary came 
to an end with heavy claps from the audience. 

The cabinet secretary took the stage to address the audience. In his remarks, he encouraged everyone to 
undertake their roles to ensure that the industry is thriving for another 70 years, just like it has in the previous 
70. After his remarks, he was joined by other dignitaries for a cake-cutting to mark 70 years of KCC-NT’s 
existence.



Everyone was now settled, and the house lights went off, ‘Lest We Forget’ a stage play commissioned by 
the Centre kicked off. ‘Lest We Forget’ brought the audience a colorful story; decade by decade of the birth, 
growth, and development of KCC through the eyes of those who paved the way for a play production during 
the anniversary celebrations. It was a joyous moment to celebrate 70 years of KCC-NT. 



KCC-NT BEGINS IMPLEMENTING A POETRY ARTISTS’ DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

In the financial year 2021/2022, KCC-NT reviewed PAL 
activities and developed a new five-year strategic plan 
for the program to ensure it achieves the defined 
purpose. 

Accordingly, the Centre planned a Poetry artist 
development project which is a Spoken word/Poetry 
spotting, development, and performance project that 
aims at providing an opportunity for emerging and 
existing artists to develop, nurture and horn their 
poetry skills in a peer development mechanism for 
social-economic stability. 

To attain this, two activities have since been 
undertaken to cover 8 satellites and the National 
platform. It began with Auditions in all the satellites, 
and a PAL Festival and National competition held on 
3rd November 2022.  

Auditions
The auditions covered all the PAL satellites: - Nakuru, Narok, Kisumu, Kakamega, Meru, Embu, Mombasa, Kilifi, 
and Nairobi. They were done to monitor the growth of the satellites and to identify two Spoken Word Artists 
to perform at the PAL National festival and compete on the platform.

PAL Festival & PAL National Competition
The 2022 PAL National Festival and Competition attracted an audience of more than 100 participants. The 
event was held at the Centre’s Ukumbi Mdogo.  Various spoken word artists entertained the audience showing 
great prowess in their art. With snaps and claps in the air, the audience had an amazing experience. 

The 18 selected contestants took the stage in an organized pattern to allow the judges to do a thorough 
review. The atmosphere became tenser but entertaining at the same time. The competition hit its climax with 
the announcement of three winners. 



NAME COUNTY  WINNING PIECE

1. SAMWEL NJOROGE NAKURU  BITTER SILENCE

2. FELICITY MUDIS KISUMU  JOURNEY OF LOVE

3. WANGUI KIMANI NAIROBI  STRUGGLE

The winners were privileged to receive their award from the Cabinet Secretary, Hon. Ababu Namwamba. 



PAL SUCCESS STORIES
Interview with PRIEST THE POET

Samuel Njoroge alias priest the poet (Fr.Macaarios) is 
a spoken word artist, a singer, an actor, and a content 
creator who performs poetry with a musical fusion 
in it. He was born and raised in Nakuru County. He is 
elated to have worked alongside Professor Hamo.

Some of the key awards he has achieved in his artistic 
journey are:

1. 2015/2018 BEST ACTOR AT KENYA CONFRENCE 
OF CATHOLIC BISHOPS (KCCB) NATIONAL YOUTH 
FESTIVALS
2. 2022 BEST POET AT PAL FESTIVAL NATIONAL 
COMPETITION 
3. NOMINATED AT THE GREAT RIFT VALLEY AWARDS

I used to see PAL being highlighted on KBC TV programs. The moment PAL was established in Nakuru, I was 
informed by a friend who later on became my guitarist, Collins Ochanda (Connie Muziki). We used to watch 
PAL performances and later decided to be a part of its alluring art glamour.

Through the help of Kennet B, the Talent development 
officer at the Kenya Cultural Centre incorporating the 
Kenya National Theatre, I have been able to secure 
a couple of TV interviews which has greatly played a 
major role in boosting my brand and improving my 
performances.

Indeed, I’m a beneficiary of PAL. I had the chance of 
sharing the stage with the best and amazing poets in 
the country, different counties and Geof D’ Poet from 
Uganda during the PAL National Competition that was 
held on 3rd November 2022. After a stiff competition, 
I managed to be the winner; a position that was 
accompanied by a cash prize and several benefits.

Priest The Poet is one of the PAL beneficiaries of PAL 
mentorship and networking programmes.

How did you learn about PAL?

How did PAL assist you in your career?



Being an upcoming artist with a background where artistic products are not embraced well; it can be very 
tough at times especially due to lack of resources. One requires endurance in the art for success.

Everyone has a dream. It’s up to you to decide whether you want to live the dream while asleep or awake. Be 
your own self motivator. Discipline, consistency, willingness to learn, humility and above all, acknowledging 
God as your Supreme being in everything that you do is the key to success in this industry.

#mungumbelesikuzote
@priest_the_poet

What are some of the challenges that you had as an upcoming artist?

What can you tell an upcoming artist as an encouragement?



NOTICES



THE KENYA CULTURAL CENTRE INCORPORATING KENYA NATIONAL 

THEATRE IS EXTENDING AN INVITATION TO YOU TO PLACE A FREE 

ADVERT IN OUR NEXT ISSUE OF THE THEATRE DIGEST.

KINDLY SEND YOUR ADVERTS TO:- 

MARKETING@KENYACULTURALCENTRE.GO.KE

KENYACULTURALC@GMAIL.COM

DECEMBER DIGEST


